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...- 139LECTURE EIGHT.

The Dotlbtinq of ImpliC1t Beliefs.

1. My examination of doubt has been so far restricted
in three respects. I have analysed (1) only the doubting of
explicit allegations and (2) envisaged only one such doubt at
a time, while (3) the process of doubt was left to operate
throughout within a previouslY fixed framework of reference.
I have shown that this form or doubting pay lead to a diminution
of belief only if the agnostic doubt of an allegation p which
declares p to be 'not proven t is follo~led up by leaving p strictly
undecfded , Except in m8;thematical logic and in ee!'~e:h si:\!tses
~ legal procedure wh~ both p and not-p are excluded as evidence,
s~ch agnostic detachment does not seem practicable. With such
exceptions, doubt has not so far proved to be antagonistic to
belief as such, but merely to involve the replacement of certain
beliefs, lold to be questionable by other beliefs hitherto
nndoubted . There has not yet come to 1i ,ht any procedure which
could be justly recognised as a principle of doubt, as opposed
to belief in general.

2. I shall now try to grasp more fully the heart of the
at er by abandoning the restrictions within hich I have so far

viewed the process of doubt. I shall extend this enquiry in the
first place from the couating of articulate affir ations to the
doubting of implicit beliefs. ~lr most deeply ingrained
cotivictions are never stated in the form of articulate affirmations,
but are er1bedded in our conceptual franework. Such fundamental
unformulated convictions are implied in the terms in which we
apprehend or 4e to apprehend the tlun~s on the existence of which
we rely. Our explicitly formulatea beliefs are eld to be true
in the last resort only because of our anterior acceptance of
a system of interpretations in the li~ht of which we have constructed
our own »icture of reality.
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1. My examination of doubt has been so far restricted

in three respects. I have analysed (1) only the doubting of

explicit allegations and (2) envisaged only one such doubt at
a time, while (3) the process of doubt was left to operate

throughout within a previously fixed framework of reference.

I have shown that this form of doubting nay lead to a diminution

of belief only if the agnostic doubt of an allegation p which

declares p to be *not proven* is followed up by leaving p strictly

undecided ♦ Except in mathematical logic and in certain stages

legal procedure wheir both p and not-p are excluded as evidence,

• such agnostic detachment does not seen practicable. With such

exceptions, doubt has not so far proved to be antagonistic to
belief as such, but merely to involve the replacement of certain

beliefs, held to be questionable by other beliefs hitherto

undoubted. There has not yet come to light any procedure which

could bo justly recognised as a principle of doubt, as opposed

to belief in general.

¥ 2. I shall now try to grasp more fully the heart of the

matter by abandoning the restrictions within which I have so far
viewed the process of doubt. I shall extend this enquiry in the

first place from the doubting of articulate affirmations to the

doubting of implicit beliefs. Our most deeply ingrained

convictions are never stated in the form of articulate affirmations,

but are embedded in our conceptual framework. Such fundamental

unformulated convictions are implied In the terms in which we
apprehend or 4een to apprehend the tilings on the existence of which

we rely. Our explicitly formulated beliefs are held to be true
in the last resort only because of our anterior acceptance of

a system of interpretations in the light of which we have constructed
our own picture of reality.
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I have mentioned alre d the physiolo ical urge inherent

in our sense orgaps which keeps them on the alert and impels them
to comprehendrationally the impressions reacived by them. The
perce,tive interpretations practised by our sense organs are
largely commonto the humanrace and app rently evan to humans
and animals alike so far as their senses are similar. But there
exist conceptual diff rences between people which primarily
determine their several ways of comprehendi " the world and we
find these reflected in the variety of Langua es in which they
express themselves. Language of course manifests a belief only
if we use its words with the implied acceptance of their appositeness.
People who do not believo in oraclost witchcraft or magic mayyet
speak of oracles, witchcraft and magic, but they mean so cal).ed
oracles, witchoraft and magic, putting these words mentally in
inverted commas. The use of a language expresses belief in a
conoeptual framawork only if its words are used oonfidently,
without any implied qualifioations of unbelief, such as the
quotation marks would stand for. The language JlU1Ythen be said
to form an idiom of belief.

3. The fact that primitive people hold distinctive systems
of beliefs by practising peculiar modesof interpretation whieh
are inherent in their conceptual framework and are reflected in
their language, has been first stated with emphasis by Levy-Brlihl
earlier in this century. The IllOrerecent work of Evans-Pritchard
on t he beliefs of Azandehas borne out and has given further
precision to this view. The author is struck by the intellectual
force shownby the prilliitive African in upholding his belief against
evidence which to the European seems flagrantly to refute them.
An instance in point is the Zande belier in the powers of the
poison-oracle. The oracle answers questions through the effects
on a fowl of a poisonous substance, called benge. The oracle-
poison is extracted from a creeper gathered in a traditional manner,
which is supposed to becQn(jlefrective only after it has been
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3. The fact that primitive people hold distinctive systems

of beliefs by practising peculiar modes of interpretation which
are inherent in their conceptual framework and are reflected in
their language, has been first stated with emphasis by Levy-Brtihl

earlier in this century. The more recent work of Evans-Pritchard
on the beliefs of Azande has borne out and has given further

precision to this view. The author is struck by the intellectual
force shown by the primitive African in upholding his belief against

evidence which to the European seems flagrantly to refute them.
An instance in point is the Zande belief in the powers of the
poison-oracle. The oracle answers questions through the effects
on a fowl of a poisonous substance, called bonrte. The oracle-
poison is extracted from a creeper gathered in a traditional manner,
which is supposed to becqn<$> effective only after it has been
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addressed in the words of an appropriate ritual.. Azande - we
are told _ have no formal and coercive doctrine to enforce belief
in witch-doctors and their practice of the poison-oracle, but their
belief in these is the more firmly Mld for being embedded in an

Iidiom which interprets all relevant facts in terms of witchcraft
.... -, .L A ."-L 1 ~ ~ VJf{).. .. ~/·'·and oracular powers. Of'- 6 - 7"""", ., ... (J

~~~~~~~lthat the oracle in answer to a particular
question says 'Yes' and immediately fterwards says 'Not to the
same question. In our eyes this ~ould tend to discredit the
oracle altogether, but Zende culture provides a number ot ready
explanations for such self-contradiction. Evans-Pritchard lists
no less than eight secondary elaborations of their beliefs by which

( fierelates fUrtherAzande will account for the oracle's failure.
how he often asked Azande what would happen if they were to
administer oracle-poison (benge) to a fowl without delivering an
address, or if they were to administer an extra portion of poison
to a fowl which has recovered from the usual doses. The Zanda -
he says - does not know what would happen and is not interested
in what would happen; no one has been fool enough to waste good
oracle-poison in making such pointless experiments which only an
European could imagine. Indeed, were an European to make a test

( which in his view proved Zande opinion wrong they would stand
amazed at the credulity of the European. If the fowl died they
would simply say that it was not good benge, the very fact of the
fowl dying being proof of this.

This blindness of Azande to the facts which to us seem
decisive is not due to stupidity, on the contrary Evans-Pritchard
is iMpressed by the great ingenuity displayed by them in explaining
away tho failures and inequalities in tho poison-oracle. \olithin
tho lim ts set by their patterns of ritual behaviour and mystical
belief they show great intellectual ingenuity and experi ental
keenness, but their intelligence cannot operate beyond these limits.
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belief they show great intellectual ingenuity and experimental
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"Theyreason excellently (says Evens-Pritchard) in tho idiom

of their beliefs, but they cannot reason outside, or against,

their beliefs because they have no ther idiom in which to express

their thoughts."

4. With this illustration 1n mind, we maytry to anal~"se

more closely the powersof language to embodyand firmy to uphold

a system of not explicitly asserted beliefs- AlanguGyemaybe

defined as a collection of recurrent utterances WhichG~erytime

carry the sameor a similar meaning. We mayQst~matethat of

the 2-3000 English words in commonusage todaY, allch occurs on

the avera~e a hundrodmillion times in the daily intercourse of

people througho t Brit 1n and the i1nitod States. In a library or

a I'l111ionvolumesusing a vocabulary of 30000 words the same

wordswill recur. on the average morethan a million times. A

particular vocabulary of nouns, verbs, adverb and adjectives thus

appears to constitute a definite theory of all subjects hat can

be talked about. It postulates that these subjects are illl

constituted of cOQParative1y.few recurrent reatures, to which the.
nouns, verbs, ad~erbs and adjectives refor. The theory is somewhat

silll1lar to that of cheinical compounds, Chemistry alleges that a

million of different compoundsara all composedof a small nu ber -

less than a hundred - of always identical cl-temicalole nes , Since

each ele ant has a nam an characteristic symbolattached to it

we can write downtho composition of any compoundin ter s or the

elements which it contll.ins. 'Xhis corresponds to writing downa

sen'~enile in terms of a certain langu Ee.

So long as we use a certain lanplage, 1 questions that we

can ask will have to be formulated in it Uhdwill there y confirm
•the theory of the universe which !s implied in the ~ocabulary and

structure of the l"Silgua"G. It follows that we cannot state without

self-contradiction within any language any dOUbtin resPeot to the

theory ill! lied by th lancuage. The only wa.;y·to dissent from the
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"They reason excellently (says Evans-Pritchard) in the idiom

of their beliefs, but they cannot reason outside, or against,

their beliefs because they have no other idiom in which to express

their thoughts*" f- I
4. With this illustration in mind, we may try to analyse

more closely the powers of language to embody and firmly to uphold

a system of not explicitly asserted beliefs. A language may be

defined as a collection of recurrent utterances which every time

carry the same or a similar meaning* We may estimate that of

the 2-3000 English words in common usage today, each occurs on

the average a hundred million times in the daily intercourse of

people throughout Britain and the United States. In a library of

a million volumes using a vocabulary of 30ÿ000 words the same
words will recur on the average more than a million times. A

particular vocabulary of nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives thus

appears to constitute a definite theory of all subjects that can
be talked about* It postulates that these subjects are all
constituted of comparatively few recurrent features, to which the

nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives refor. The theory is somewhat

similar to that t>f chemical compounds. Chemistry alleges that a

million of different compounds are all composed of a small number -
less than a hundred - of always identical chemical elements. Since

each element has a name and characteristic symbol attached to it

we can write down the composition of any compound in terms of the

elements which it contains. Tills corresponds to writing down a

sentence in terns of a certain language.

So long a3 we use a certain language, all questions that we
can ask will have to be formulated in it and will thereby confirm

tho theory of the universe which is implied in the vocabulary and

structure of the language. It follows that we cannot state without

self-contradiction within any language any doubt in respect to the

theory implied by the language. The only way to dissent from the
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.theory of the universe implied in a language is to abandon some

of its vocabulary and to learn to speak a new language instead.
This does in fact happen when primitive people who believe in
\d tchcraft, etc. are gradually converted to the European conceptions
of universal causation.

The resistance of an idiom of belief against the impact
of adverse evidence which would impel it to modify its conceptual
framework in favour of alternative conceptions, may be regarded
under three headings, each of which is illustrated by the manner
Azanda retain their beliefs in the face of situations which in our
view should invalidate them.

The stability of Zande beliefs is due in the first place to
the fact that objections to them can be met one by one. The power

,

of a system of implicit beliefs to defeat valid objections one by
one is due to the circularity of such systems. By this I mean

these topics were questioned now, their interpretation in its turn I'
would similarly rely for support on the interpretation of all the II
other s- Evans-Pritchard observes this for Zande beliefs in

( mystical notions. liThe contradiction between experience and one
mystical notion is explained by reference to other mystical notions."

that the convincing power possessed by the interpretation of any
particular new topic in terms of such a conceptual framework is
based on past applications of the same framework to a great number
of other topics not now under consideration; while if any of

The circularity of the theory of the universe embodied in any
particular language i~ manifested by the existence of a dictionary
of the language t If 10U doubt for example that a particular
English noun, verb, adjective or ad'!~rbhas any true meaning, an
English dictionary dispels this doubt by a definition using other
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, the meaningfulness of which
is not doubted for the moment.

So long as each objection is defeated in its turn, its effect
is to strengthen the fundamental convictions against which it was
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raised. "Let the Teader consider (writes Evans-Pritchard) any
argument that would utterly demolish all Zan-de claims for the power
of modes of oracle. If it were translated in Zan-de modes of
thought it wolld serve to support their entire structure of belief".
Thus the circularUy of a conceptual system tends to reinforce itself
by f1'Ierycontact with a fresh topic.

To the stabilising power of circularity we may add the
capacity of a well df1'lelopedinterpretative framework to supply
secondary elaborations to its beliefs which will cover most any
conceivable eventuality, however embarrassing it may appear at
first sight. Scientific theories which possess this capacity are
sometimes described as epicyclical, in allusion to the epicycles
that were used in the ptolemean and Copernican theory to represent
planetary motions in terms of uniform circular motions. All major
interpretative frameworks have an epicyclical structure which
supplies a reserve of subsidiary explanations for difficult situa-
tions. The epicyclical character of Zande beliefs was shown above
by the ready availability of eight different subsidiary assumptions
for explaining a point-blank self contradiction in two consecutive
answers of an oracle.

Thirdly, the stability of Zande beliefs is seen to rest on
the fact that any new alternative conception would have to be built
up on a sedes of supporting facts v'hich can only be adduced one
by one. A new conception l11te that of natural causation would
require numerous relevant instances for its proper understanding.
But these instances cannot accumulate in the minds of people if
each of them is disregarded in its turn for lack of the concept
which would lend significance to it. The behaviour of Azande whom
Evans-Pritchard tried to convince that benge was a natural poison
which owed none of its effectiveness to the incantations customarily
accompanying its administration, illustrates the kind of contemptuous
indifference with which we normally regard things of which we have
no conception. "We feel neither curiousity n r wonder" writes
William James" concerning things so far beyond us that we have no
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raised. "Let the reader consider (writes Evans-Pritchard) any

argument that would utterly demolish all Zande claims for the power

of modes of oracle. If it were translated in Zande modes of
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concepts to refer them to or standards by which to meas rElthem".
The Fuegians Ln DaI'WinIs voyage, he recalls, wondered at the small
boats, but paid no attention to the big ship lying at anchor in
front of them. (Principles of Psychology, Vol. II, p.llO). This
third defence mechanism of implicit beliefs ay be called the
principle of suppressed nucleation. It is complementary to the
principle Of circularity_ Circularity protects an existing system
of beliefs against doubts arising from any adverse piece of evidence,
while suppressed nucleation prevents the germination of any
alternative concept, on the basis of any single new piece of
evidence.

Circularity combined with a readily available reserve of
epicyclical elaborations and the consequent suppression in the
germ of any rival conceptual development, lends a degree of stability
to a conceptual framework which we may describe as the measure of
its completeness. We may speak of the completeness of! comprehens-
iveness of a language and the system of conceptions reflected by it -
as we do in respect to Azande beliefs in witchcraft - without in
any way implying approval of the system as a tTUe belief.

,. We do not share the beliefs of Zande in the power of
poison-oracles and we reject a great many of their other beliefs,
by discarding mystical conceptions and replacing them by a natural-
istic explanation. But we may question whether our rejection of
Zande superstitions is th. outcome of any general principle of doubt.
If such a principle exists, it should be possible to detect it in

the first p~ace within science which the adherents of the principle
of doubt regard as the best examplA ror the operations of this
principle. I shall nov resume therefore in the light of our
widened conceptions of belief, the question how far a tendency to
doubt plays a consistent part in the advancement of scienoe.

Every important discovery affects the existing interpretative
framework of science. It strengthens some hitherto accepted
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scientific beliefs by confirming them, and weakens, modifies or
entirely replaees others, by the incorporation of new matter which
contradicts or lies outside the scope of hitherto accepted conception~
Thus science may advance by the assirn1lation of fresh topics within
its existing system or by the adaptation of its existing system
to the nature of fresh topics; the first is a conservative act,
the second a process of reform.

tookingback on the past centuries of progress in natural
science, it is clear that every great discovery entailed processes
both Of the first and the second kind. FuUdamentally, svery
scientific discovery is conservative in that it maintains and
expands the system of science as a whole, and to this eli:tentconfirms
the scientific view of the world and strengthens its hold on our
minds; but no major discovery can fail also to modify the outlook
of science, and some have changed it profoundly. A number of
revolutio~ary discoveries, like those of gravitation o~ the
circulation of the blood, or like those of the genes, quanta,
radioactivity, relativity, come readily to mind. Might it not be
true to say then that the assim1lativ& process merely conserves
science, while the true innovations consist in the adaptive process
by wInch the framework of science is reformed? This sounds
pIausi.ble, but it is not true. The power to expand hitherto
accepted beliefs far beyond the scope of hitherto explored implica-
tions is an eminent force of discovery. It is this force which
sent Columbus in search of the Indies across the Atlantic. His
genius lay in taking literally and as a guide to practical action
that the earth was round, which his contemporaries held vaguely and
as a mere matter for speculation. The ideas which Newton elaborated
in his Principia were widely current in his time; his work did not
shock m1y strong beliefs held by scientists, at any rate in this
country. But again his genius was manifested in his power of
thes~ vaguely held beliefs into a concrete and binding form. As

another example we may take the atomic theory of matter which was
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first introduced into modern science by John Dalton in 180, for
the explanation of the laws of chemical combination. The theory
was soon universally accepted; yet 80 years later Van t'lIoffmet
with considerable opposition by deriving from it the assymettical
arrangement of the four different substituents attached to a carbon
atom. Though he had thus merely envisaged in concrete terms what
was implicit in notions generally accepted at 1 s time, he was
jeered at by the great Wislicenius for having borrowed Pegasus
from the stables of the Veterinary Academy at which he was then an
instructor. Tho advent of modern atoruicphysics, starting with
the discovery of the electron by J.J. Thompson, was due to repeated
flights of scientific imagination which derived new aspects of
Dalton's theory, far beyond its previously apparent perspectives ••One of the greatest discoveries of this age, that of the diffraction
of X-rays by crystals (in 1912) was conceived by a mathematician, IMax von Laue, by the sheer power of believing more concretely than I Ianyone else in the current theories both of crystals and X-rays.

The assimilative pc>werof an existing scientific framework
thus appears no less creative and offering no less scope for the I.application of scientific genius, than its capacity to sprout into
new and entirely unexpected forms. Indeed the conservative and
the reforming aspects of discovery are always combined. We have
assimilation to the extent to which new conceptions forc an extension
of the old and innovation insofar as the new stands in contrast
to the old. The two principles are but two aspects of any creative
advance in natural science.

1479·

What room does such a picture leave for the operation of a
principle of doubt? Is doubt a true guide to scientists in
choosing whether to lean more towards 'assimilation' or 'innovation'

Does not the proverbial scientific caution teach scientists to be
harder to convince than are other people?

The opinion is widespread. But the exercise of special
caution is not peculiar to the scientist. The practice of every
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first introduced into modern science by John Dalton in 1805 for

the explanation of the laws of chemical combination. The theory

was soon universally accepted; yet 80 years later Vail t'Hoff met
with considerable opposition by deriving from it the assymettical

arrangement of the four different substituents attached to a carbon

atom. Though he had thus merely envisaged in concrete terms what

was implicit in notions generally accepted at his time, he was
jeered at by the great Wislicenius for having borrowed Pegasus

from the stables of the Veterinary Academy at which he was then an

instructor. The advent of modern atomic physics, starting with

the discovery of the electron by J.J. Thompson, was due to repeated

flights of scientific imagination which derived new aspects of

Dalton's theory, far beyond its previously apparent perspectives.

One of the greatest discoveries of this age, that of the diffraction

of X-rays by crystals (in 1912) was conceived by a mathematician,

Max von Laue, by the sheer power of believing more concretely than

anyone else in the current theories both of crystals and X-rays.

The assimilative power of an existing scientific framework

thus appears no less creative and offering no less scope for the

application of scientific genius, than its capacity to sprout into

new and entirely unexpected forms. Indeed the conservative and

the reforming aspects of discovery are always combined. We have

assimilation to the extent to which new conceptions form an extension

of the old and innovation insofar as the new stands in contrast
to the old. The two principles are but two aspects of any creative

advance in natural science.

What room does such a picture leave for the operation of a
principle of doubt? Is doubt a true guide to scientists in

choosing whether to lean more towards 'assimilation' or 'innovation'

Does not the proverbial scientific caution teach scientists to be

harder to convince than are other people?

The opinion is widespread. But the exercise of special

caution is not peculiar to the scientist. The practice of every
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art must be restrained by its own 1'orm of caution. Th precision
of the lawyer, t e poet's fastldiou css, the sculptor's touch,
are s many restr ints by which t ese various professions are
g~ded. Natur ly, the scientist i also train d to exercise
his own manner of restr int, s part of his distinctive art, which
is the art of diszovery.

Caution is co ndable in science, but only insofar as it
doo~ not hamper the boldn as on which all progress in science
depends. But thore is no rul to tell us at the mom nt of ded:l1ng
the neA~ step in r search hat is truly b~ld and what merely reckless,
and we can there1'ore have no rule either how to distinguish at such
a moment between doubt which will curb recklessness and will
qualify as true oaution, and doubt which cripples boldness and
will stand condemed as unimaginativenass or dogmatism. We call
'caution' only that kind of doubt which we consider to be, or to
have been reasonable. Hence 'doubt' described as 'caution'
acknowledges our appreciation 01'a successful operation of doubt,
wi thout telling us how to achieve such success. We call it true
boldness on the part of Einstein that pe accepted uncompromisingly
Mach's critique of the concept of absolute motion while we praise
his caution in rejecting Mach's critique of the reality of atoms.
But no principle of doubt could have told him to accept the one
and reject the other. 'Caution' is a form of approval, masquerading I
as a rule of procodure.

There is one instance on record - by which I may demonstrate
this point - of a scientist who tried to apply the principle of
doubt in an explicit form. This was the Swedish professor Cleve
to whom Svante Arrhenius, then a stUdent, first presented his
theory of electrolytic dissociation. Arrhenius has told the
otory how Cleve said "This is very interesting" and then "Goodbye".
Later Cle¥e explained that there were so many theories formed and
those were almost certain to be wrong, for after a short time
they disappeared and therefore by reasoning on statistical lines
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art must be restrained by Its own form of caution. The precision

of the lawyerÿ the poet's fastidiousness) the sculptor's touch)

are as many restraints by which these various professions are

guided. Naturally, the scientist is also trained to exercise

his own manner of restraint, as part of his distinctive art, which

is the art of discovery.

Caution is commendable in science, but only insofar as it

does not hamper the boldness on which all progress in science

depends. But there is no rule to tell us at the moment of dedding
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qualify as true caution, and doubt which cripples boldness and

will stand condemned as unimaginativenoss or dogmatism. We call

•caution* only that kind of doubt which we consider to be, or to
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acknowledges our appreciation of a successful operation of doubt,

without telling us how to achieve such success. We call it true

boldness on the part of Einstein that he accepted uncompromisingly

Mach*s critique of the concept of absolute motion while we praise

his caution in rejecting Mach's critique of the reality of atoms.

But no principle of doubt could have told him to accept the one

and reject the other. *Caution* is a form of approval, masquerading

as a rule of procedure.

There is one Instance on record - by which I may demonstrate

this point - of a scientist who tried to apply the principle of

doubt in an explicit form. This was the Swedish professor Cleve

to whom Svante Arrhenius, then a student, first presented his

theory of electrolytic dissociation. Arrhenius has told the

story how Cleve said "This is very interesting" and then "Goodbye".

Later Cleyo explained that there were so many theories formed and

these were almost certain to be wrong, for after a short time

they disappeared and therefore by reasoning on statistical lines
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he concluded that Arrhenius' theory would not exist long aither.

(E.N. da C. Andrade, Enc. Brit. 14th Ed., article on Arrhenius).

Resistance against the conceptual reform suggested by

Arrhenius was widespread and violent among chemists, who thought

it absurd to assume ,that free particles of highJ.y reactive metals

like sodium or potassium co l1d float about in water without

instantly decomposing it. Yet in a f~w years I time electrolytic

dissociation became so firmly accepted, that its further history

offers an excellent example for the extraordinary stability of

acientif'ic conceptions in the face of invalidating factnal evidence.

Arrhenius had postulated a chemical equilibrium between the

dissociated and the und1ssociated forms of an electrolyte in

solution. From the very start the measurements showed that this

was true only for weak electrolytes like acetic acid~ but not for

the very prominent group of strong electrolytes~ like common salt

or sulphuric acid. For more than 30 years the discrepancies were

carefully measured and tabulated in textbooks~ yet no one thought

of calling iIiquestion the theory which they so nagrantly

oontradicted. Scientists were satisfied with speaking of the

'anomalies of strong electrolytes' ~ without doubtdrig for a moment

that their behaviour was in fact governed by the law that they

completely failed to obey. I can still remember my own amazement

when around 1919 I first heard the idea mooted that the anomalies

were to be regarded as a refUtation of the laws postulated by

Arrhenius and to be explained by a different theory. Not until

this alternative conception (based on the mutual electrostatic

lnteraction of the ions) was successfully elaborated in detail~

was the previous theory generally ::.bandoned.

Contradictions to current scientific conceptions are often

disposod of by calling them 'anomalies'. This is among the most

handy assumptions in the ep1cyclical reserve that is available

for the adaptation of any theory, in the f'ace of adverse evidence •
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he concluded that Arrhenius* theory vould not exist long either.

(E.H. da C. Andrade, Enc. Brit. 14th Ed., article on Arrhenius).

Resistance against the conceptual reform suggested by

Arrhenius was widespread and violent among chemists, who thought

it absurd to assume that free particles of highly reactive metals

like sodium or potassium could float about in water without

instantly decomposing it. Yet in a few years’ time electrolytic

dissociation became so firmly accepted, that its further history

offers an excellent example for the extraordinary stability of

scientific conceptions in the face of invalidating factual evidence.

Arrhenius had postulated a chemical equilibrium between the

dissociated and the undissociated forms of an electrolyte in

solution. From the very start the measurements showed that this

was true only for weak electrolytes like acetic acid, but not for

the very prominent group of strong electrolytes, like common salt

or sulphuric acid. For more than 30 years the discrepancies were
carefully measured and tabulated in textbooks, yet no one thought

of calling id question the theory which they so flagrantly

oontradicted. Scientists were satisfied with speaking of the

'anomalies of strong electrolytes', without doubting for a moment

that their behaviour was in fact governed by the law that they

completely failed to obey. I can still remember my own amazement

when around 1919 I first heard the idea mooted that the anomalies

were to be regarded as a refutation of the laws postulated by

Arrhenius and to be explained by a different theory. Not until

this alternative conception (based on the mutual electrostatic
Interaction of the ions) was successfully elaborated in detail,

was the previous theory generally abandoned.

Contradictions to current scientific conceptions are often
disposed of by calling them 'anomalies*• This is among the most
handy assumptions in the epicyclical reserve that is available

for the adaptation of any theory, in the face of adverse evidence.
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We have seen how Azande make use of silnilaradaptations to meet
the inconsistencies of poison-oracles. In science this process
has often proved justified by subsequent ro-interpretations of the
original theory which explained the anomalies.

Another example may illustrate the rev rse case, namely
when a series of observations which at one time were held to be
important scientific facts, were a f w years later completely
discredited and committed to oblivion, without ever having been
disproved or indeed newly tested, simply because the conceptual
framework of science had meanwhile so a1~erod that the facts no
longer appeared credible.

During the first three decades of this century numerous
observations were reported on the power of rigorous drying to stop
chemical reactions and even to change tho boiling point of such
wellknown substances as benzene - raising it by as much as 300e.
Some very striking experiments of this kind were publicly demonstra-
ted in England, while other no less curious instances were described
by very distinguished scientists in Germany. There was little
doubt at the time that these observations were substantially correct
and they were hence quite naturally, considered of great interest
to science. Today these experiments are almost forgotten. The
published data are still there and some textbook still carry them,
for example Thorpe's Dictionary of Chemistry, published in 1932,
still reports them as well-established facts. But it 1s gener~ly
Understood now that these findings are not true, as the conception
of chemical reactions that has since gained acceptance no longer
leaves room for such phenomena. This being so, our attitUde
towards these experiments is similar to that of Azande towards
Evans-Pritchard's suggestion of trying out the effects of oracle-
poison without an accompanJ~ng incantation. We shrug our shoulders
and refuse to waste our time on such obviously fruitless cqIluiries.
The process of selecting facts for our attention is the same in

science as among Azande, but I believe that science is more often
right in its application of it.
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We have seen how Azande make use of similar adaptations to meet

the inconsistencies of poison-oracles. In science this process

has often proved justified hy subsequent re-interpretations of the

original theory which explained the anomalies.

Another example may illustrate the reverse case, namely

when a series of observations which at one time were held to be

Important scientific facts, were a few years later completely

discredited and committed to oblivion, without ever having been

disproved or indeed newly tested, simply because the conceptual

framework of science had meanwhile so altered that the facts no

longer appeared credible.

During the first three decades of this century numerous

observations were reported on the power of rigorous drying to stop

chemical reactions and even to change the boiling point of such

wellknovn substances as benzene - raising it by as much as 30°C.
Some very striking experiments of this kind were publicly demonstra¬

ted in England, while other no less curious instances were described

by very distinguished scientists in Germany. There was little

doubt at the time that these observations were substantially correct

and they were hence quite naturally, considered of great interest

to science. Today these experiments are almost forgotten. The

published data are still there and some textbook still carry them,

for example Thorpe*s Dictionary of Chemistry, published in 1932,

still reports them as well-established facts. But it is generally

Understood now that these findings are not true, as the conception

of chemical reactions that has since gained acceptance no longer

leaves room for such phenomena. This being so, our attitude

towards these experiments is similar to that of Azande towards

Evans-Pritchard 1s suggestion of trying out the effects of oracle-

poison without an accompanying incantation. We shrug our shoulders
and refuse to waste our time on such obviously fruitless eqquiries.

The process of selecting facts for our attention is the same in

science as among Azande, but I believe that science is more often

right in its application of it.
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6. A system of implicit beliefs can be effectively impaired
only by adopting a n~l language wInch implies a different set of
beliefs. T e exacples which I h va just given from -i;h history
of sci eel show t at eve in science, controversial questions are
not decided "itlin a fix d syste' of pre-sltppositions, but hat
their settle ont usually involves some modification of the existing
interpr t~tive framework. This is true with much graater foroe

movements. Th people who partook ill t:hc great religio s revivals
of the Reformation and Counter-reformation saw themselves surroltnded
by evidence of supernatur ak forces. The Christian revelation;
the miraoles performed by the saints; the manifest intervontion
of Providenco; the appar:!.tiona and tricks of the devil and his

exorcisation by sacred rites; the great scheme of salvation and
retribution in after-life; witchcratt wielding black magic;
Ilstl'ologersreading the influence of the stars and revealing the
portents ollrl'iedby com13ts; such appeared to be the most striking
and important features of the universe to the normal. religious
person about the middle of the 16th century. He thought and spoke
in terms which implied their reality. Yet the rise of rationalism,

( inaugurated by the publication of t!ontaigne's essays, was soon to
call in question the whole of this system of conceptions and
re-interpret the evidence which had hitherto supported it, in terms
of'natural causes. Rationalism adopted the framework of natural
science which was dovelopiIlg at this time and generalised into a
world view from which the supernatural was eliminated. By the
middle of the 18th century the French Encyclopaedists had completed
tho n~l framework which oxpressed everything in terms of natural
cansea- It denied by,implication, as its adherents also denied
explicitly the reality of all supernatur¥ phenomena. Tho new
logical situation is summed up in Laplace Is postulate of the
determinabili ty of all future and past events from a complete
knowledge of the relevant mechanical data which, as he said, leaves
no room for God in the universe.
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6. A system of implicit beliefs can be effectively impaired

only by adopting a new language which implies a different set of

beliefs. The examples which I have just given from the history

of science show that even in science, controversial questions are
not decided within a fixed system of pro-suppositions, but that

their settlement usually involves some modification of the existing

interpretative framework. This is true with much greater force

for the major movements of thought outside science, including the

rise of science itself, which should be classed among these

movements. The people who partook in the great religious revivals

of the Reformation and Counter-reformation saw themselves surrounded

by evidence of supernatural forces. The Christian revelation}

the miracles performed by the saints} the manifest intervention

of Providence} the apparitions and tricks of the devil and his

exorcisation by sacred rites; the great scheme of salvation and

retribution in after-life} witchcraft wielding black magic}

astrologers reading the influence of the stars and revealing the

portents carried by comets; such appeared to be the most striking

and important features of the universe to the normal religious

person about the middle of the 16th century. He thought and spoke

in terms which implied their reality. Yet the rise of rationalism,

inaugurated by the publication of Montaigne’s essays, was soon to
call in question the whole of this system of conceptions and

re-interpret the evidence which had hitherto supported it, in terms
of natural causes. Rationalism adopted the framework of natural

science which was developing at this time and generalised into a

world view from which the supernatural was eliminated. By the

middle of the 18th century the French Encyclopaedists had completed

the now framework which expressed everything in terms of natural

causes. It denied by implication, as its adherents also denied

explicitly the reality of all supernatural phenomena. The new
logical situation is summed up in Laplace’s postulate of the

determinability of all future and past events from a complete

knowledge of the relevant mechanical data which, as he said, leaves

no room for God in the universe.
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Similarly, the great confl ct dividing the world today is

expressed in the rival claims of tI,O different languages. It

be an Wh011 th language of the Declaration of Independence was

challenged byi..l at of the CoznmunistHanifesto. In our owndays
•

the influence of Wilson's and Driand Is European appeals were

defeated in Eastern and Central Earope by a new Ilarxist and

No.tional Socialist terminology, which denied reali ty to th ideal s

embod.iedin the vocabulary of Eighteenth and I;ineteenth Century

liberalism and replaced them by modernmaterialistic conceptions

of man, lustory and politics. TIlese ar~ the two alternative

conceptions of humanatfairs to ~1h1chE.n. Carr in his 'Twenty

Years' Cr1s1s' gave the names of Utopianism and RealiSlll.

The current form of Realism is the Harxist doctrine which

since the R1,ssian Revolution has developed into a comprehensive

system applicable to every topic. Arthur Koestler tells on

"The Godthat Failed" howcompletely the interpretative framework

of Mar:dsn - whioll he had accepted during his Colllll1UIl.istperiod -

covers any conoeivable contingenoy, so that no events could

possibly refute it. George Orwell embodied this fact in his

fantasy of a totalitarian utopia (1984) in whioh the ruling party

makes its position impregnable by a suitable linguistic reform.

They reduce the permitted vocabulary in suoh a fashion that

subversive ideas can never again be given verbal expression.
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7. The examples which I gave in the previous Leoture of

the hide-bound resistanoe of scientific soepticism to such faots

as meteorites and hypnotism can be perhaps batter appreciated now

in the terms of the present analysis. The oonoeptual system of

natural causes, of which natural science forms part, had matured

by suocessfully denying reality to a large variety of phenomena

which were hithorto interpreted in supernatural terms. It

disregarded for centuries a great MSS of data which it oould not

fully interpret in its ownterms. Lecky tells in his History of
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Similarly, the great conflict dividing the world today Is

expressed in the rival claims of two different languages* It

began when the language of the Declaration of Independence was

challenged by that of the Communist Manifesto. In our own days

the influence of Wilson's and Briand's European appeals were
defeated in Eastern and Central Europe by a now Marxist and

National Socialist terminology, which denied realitjr to the ideals

embodied in the vocabulary of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century

liberalism and replaced them by modern materialistic conceptions

of man, history and politics. These arw the two alternative
conceptions of human affairs to which E.H. Carr in his 'Twenty

Years' Crisis' gave the names of Utopianism and Realism.

The current form of Realism is the Marxist doctrine which

since the Russian Revolution has developed into a comprehensive

system applicable to every topic. Arthur Koestler tells on
"The God that Failed" how completely the interpretative framework

of Marxism - which he had accepted during his Communist period -
covers any conceivable contingency, so that no events could

possibly refute it. George Orwell embodied this fact in his

fantasy of a totalitarian utopia (1984) in which the ruling party

makes its position impregnable by a suitable linguistic reform.

They reduce the permitted vocabulary in such a fashion that

subversive ideas can never again be given verbal expression.

7. The examples which I gave in the previous Lecture of

the hide-bound resistance of scientific scepticism to such facts

as meteorites and hypnotism can be perhaps better appreciated now
in the terms of the present analysis. The conceptual system of

natural causes, of which natural science forms part, had matured

by successfully denying reality to a large variety of phenomena

which were hitherto interpreted in supernatural terms. It
disregarded for centuries a great mass of data which it could not
fully interpret in its own terms. Lecky tells in his History of
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Rationalism in Europe how rich w s the factu?l evidence collected
by the end of the 16th century for the prophetic character of
comets. It was quite suf'f'ioient,he says, to convince even
somewhat; reluctant minds, had not tile supernatural character of
such an interpretation been strictly repudiated beforehand.
Glanvil who was among the founders of the Royal Society, violently
attnckcd rationalists for disbelieving in witchcraft, though on
their own principles of relying on factual testimony they must
have recognised ·chat the evidence for the power of witchcraft was
overwhelming. In these and many similar cases the firm refusal
of science to aocept the facts in question at their apparent value
had soon been fully justified. \ihen lIalley predicted the
revolution of the comets, they were at once absorbed by the domain J

of natural causes and belief in their prophetic powers was overthrown I
Within half a century of G~nvills writing the prosecution of
witches was made illegal in England. Such triumphs firmly
established the tradition of rationalism to ignore any facts which
seemed to call for a supernatural interpr tation.

The reality of meteorites and of h.~notismvere accepted
only when the facts could be fitted into the scheme of natural
causes. This could be done easily enough for meteorites by

( extending the range of existing planetary bodies to include swarms
of SI:lallstones .,11ichflared up in passing through the terrestrial

) atmosphere. A considerable con~eptu~ reform was needed in order
to grant a legitimate standing to hypnotic phenomena in science.
But in either case the facts once accepted were stripped of any
supernatura+ implication.

It is indeed obvious that if a miraculoll5 perforflance - like
the conversion of wine into water or the resuscitation o~ the
dead - could be experimentally verified, its miraculous nat~re
would be strictly disproved. Similarly (tho r;hthis may not be
so obvious) any evidence of a supernatural event which ,.,ouldsatisfy
the standards of observational science, would necessarily destroy
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Rationalism in Europe how rich was the factual evidence collected

by the end of the 16th century for the prophetic character of

comets. It was quite sufficient, he says, to convince even

somewhat reluctant minds, had not the supernatural character of

such an interpretation been strictly repudiated beforehand.

Glanvil who was among the founders of the Royal Society, violently

attacked rationalists for disbelieving in witchcraft, though on

their own principles of relying on factual testimony they must

have recognised that the evidence for the power of witchcraft was

overwhelming. In these and many similar cases the firm refusal

of science to accept the facts in question at their apparent value

had soon been fully Justified. When Halley predicted the

revolution of the comets, they were at once absorbed by the domain

of natural causes and belief in their prophetic powers was overthrown

Within half a century of Glanvil’s writing the prosecution of

witches was made illegal in England. Such triumphs firmly

established the tradition of rationalism to Ignore any facts which

seemed to call for a supernatural interpr tatlon.

The reality of meteorites and of hypnotism were accepted

only when the facts could be fitted into the scheme of natural

causes. Tills could be done easily enough for meteorites by

extending the range of existing planetary bodies to include swarms

of small stones which flared up in passing through the terrestrial

atmosphere. A considerable conceptual reform was needed in order

to grant a legitimate standing to hypnotic phenomena in science.

But in either case the facts once accepted were stripped of any

supernatural implication.

It is indeed obvious that if a miraculous performance - like

the conversion of wine into water or the resuscitation of the

dead - could be experimentally verified, its miraculous nature

would be strictly disproved. Similarly (though this nay not be

so obvious) any evidence of a supernatural event which would satisfy

the standards of observational science, would necessarily destroy
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( our b 11 f in l; 10 supernatural quality of the event. For to the
extent to whic an event can be obs rved in t e terms of natural
cimlce, it b lon s to the natural ordor of things. Once it is

wholly record d in observable terms, the eve t, however tIOnstrous
and surprising it Y be, has be n wholly accepted without
reCOLtTSe to a belief in the supernatural and has in fact ceased
to be regard d as supernatur •
wAich nurt~re our belief in God;

Observation may giv us clues
but any scientific lly convincing

observation of God would be an affirmation of idolatry, since it
wotud tell us to worship a mere object or natural person.

8. I have mentioned in Lecture 5' the paradox th t the proof
by which any particular theorem of a deductive system is stablished
seems to depend on tho previous acceptance of a set of axioms which
often do not have in themselves any greater and maybe even less
convincing power than the theorems derived from them. T:lis
paradox points towards a fallacy. It is an rror to assume that
we accept the theorems of a deduotive system only because they
can be proved from the axioms. The division of the asserted

)

sentences of such a system into axioms and theoroms is largely
conventional, for we can replace some or all of the axioms by
theorems and derive from these the previous axioms as theorems.
Since such a transformation transfers our unproven beliefs from
one set of statements to another, we can see that it is not our
acceptance of any particular set of axioms without proof that
lends force to the derivative parts of the system but that we give

•our acceptance to the system as a whole, irrespective of which
part of i is to be derived from the other. A set of axioms
~ is accepted because it appears to imply a convincing set
of theorems and we accept theorems because they can be derived
from acceptab13 axioms; the two lri!ld of acceptances are mutually
deter ed and jointl comprise the acceptance of the theery as
a whole.
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onr belief in the supernatural quality of the event. For to the

extent to which an event can be observed in the terms of natural

science, it belongs to the natural order of things. Once it is

wholly recorded in observable terms, the event, however monstrous

and surprising it may be, has been wholly accepted without

recourse to a belief in the supernatural and has in fact ceased

to bo regarded as supernatural. Observation may give us clues

which nurture our belief in God; but any scientifically convincing

observation of God would be an affirmation of idolatry, since it

would tell us to worship a mere object or natural person.

8. I have mentioned in Lecture 5 the paradox that the proof

by which any particular theorem of a deductive system is established

seems to depend on the previous acceptance of a set of axioms which

often do not have in themselves any greater and maybe even less

convincing power than the theorems derived from them. This

paradox points towards a fallacy. It is an error to assume that

we accept the theorems of a deductive system only because they

can be proved from the axioms. The division of the asserted

sentences of such a system into axioms and theorems is largely

conventional, for we can replace some or all of the axioms by

theorems and derive from these the previous axioms as theorems.

Since such a transformation transfers our unproven beliefs from

one set of statements to another, we can see that it is not our
acceptance of any particular set of axioms without proof that

lends force to the derivative parts of the system but that we give

our acceptance to the system as a whole, irrespective of which

part of it is to be derived from the other. A set of axioms

xfexBk is accepted because it appears to imply a convincing set

of theorems and we accept theorems because they can be derived

from acceptable axioms; the two kind of acceptances are mutually

determined and jointly comprise the acceptance of the theory as
a whole.
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( The par dont 0 t oc dur is eli nated Y' recognising
d ductivG sys e_s i nts 0 1 plicit b lief, ,thich
connot prop rly b iv n G:lq)licitcxpressio. Th st;bility of:

intorpret t1ve syst 0 bodying mplicit boliefs r 5t on their
eirc arlty. If tho stem is consistent and completo any
particular lor,tion of it can be proved by derlvintr it f1' m
00. or leC tions of it t at are not doubted for the time being.
Such a p~ocess reli s t ev rr at p n the d ductive systen as a
whole ::.ndom' every us of the proc S8 aff'ir s therefore by
1m licat~~lonour acceptance of ~1 s~stem,

Deductive s stems are sot out in symbolic terms whioh
constitute their Languago , Certain elements of this language,
hich can be chos n in differ nt alter ative ways, are acoepted
as undefined terms. The scope of the syst m inoreases with the
range of the undefined terms. Tho propositiona! calculus and
elementary geometry are t TO comparatively narrow systams. In
the propositional calculus you can speak of the logical relation
between affirmations but can never .actually affirm a partioular
sentence such as 'cats have whiskers I. In elementary geometry
you are restricted to demonstrations by ruler and compass. In
this idiom you cannot define numbers. This situation represents
in an elementary fashion the limioation imposed on our ~verse
of discourse by the adoption of any particular idiom. ";very
language necessl:l.rilyignores the domains that it cannot interpret.

(

(

9. Yet our beliefs, even when deeply embedded in the very
wording of anything that we can say, are not entirely stable.
The natural sciences are ever in a ~tate of t$nsion in search of
new discoveries by which science is continuously tr~in to improve
its idiom towards greater precision, coherence and appositeness to
the facts. l1athematics are kept in turmoil by similar endeavours,
the searcung for more rigorous standards of proof, the discovery
of inconsistencies and efforts to eliminate them, the undertaking
of ever new interesting constructions. The tensions which give

I

I
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The paradoxity of this procedure is eliminated by recognising

deductive systems as embodiments of inplicit beliefs, which

cannot properly be given explicit expression. The stability of

interpretative systems embodying implicit beliefs rests on their

circularity* If the system is consistent and complete any

particular allegation of it can be proved by deriving it from

other allegations of it that are not doubted for the time being.

Such a process relies at every step on the deductive system as a

whole and our every use of the process affirms therefore by

implication our acceptance of the system,

Doduetive systems are set out in symbolic terms which

constitute their language. Certain elements of this language,

which can be chosen in different alternative ways, are accepted

as undefined terms. The scope of the system increases with the

range of the undefined terms. The propositional calculus and

elementary geometry are two comparatively narrow systems. In
the propositional calculus you can speak of the logical relation

between affirmations but can never actually affirm a particular

sentence such as ’cats have whiskers’. In elementary geometry
you are restricted to demonstrations by ruler and compass. In
this idiom you cannot define numbers. This situation represents

in an elementary fashion the limitation Imposed on our universe
of discourse by the adoption of any particular Idiom. Every

language necessarily Ignores the domains that it cannot interpret.

9. Yet our beliefs, even when deeply embedded in the very

wording of anything that we can say, are not entirely stable.

The natural sciences are ever in a state of tension in search of

new discoveries by which science is continuously trying to improve

its idiom towards greater precision, coherence and appositeness to
the facts. Mathematics are kept in turmoil by similar endeavours,
the searching for more rigorous standards of proof, the discovery

of inconsistencies and efforts to eliminate them, the undertaking

of ever new interesting constructions. The tensions which give
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ri e to c lange in g oral oltlo:>k :v 'heir od in within

th whole sphere of hunan intelligence. Ar iculation d.lways

ne incomploto d - sll.ti:3fying. The fo ces wMe. primarily

h' articulatio w 11 or co inue to tru~ c

r r 0... ar iculati n , Thi is pt- SJ by ,'moh our

belie " are con Lnuoual.yc 11cne d.

ut in 'he tr slt;.on from no idiom to other we e never

left thout any id n. Indeed) no:vr is ra vividly

ar to than in "uc periods as, for exam10, the is of

1 ,when a . ow conceptual frat:::::'"ol-kis created. Nor do

p ople aud nly st~rt speakin8 in an tirely newvocabulary.

The r ::louldingof language is carried on .,!thin the existing

language. The gradual renewal of conceptions is reflected by a

mdified usage of e~sting terms by the obsolescence of some

eJ~r ssions and the invention of somenewonos, so tPat the

language retains its overall identity during every phase of its

r-enewal,, The process of doubting the inplicatiens of a language

goes on within the very language 'l11ic11is being reformed by doubt.

(

(

10. The doubtin of implicit beliefs involves therefore

no reduction in the vol-lmeof beliefs but is an acceptance of new

beliefs in placo of those previously held. A similar conclusion

was reached in the last lecture in respect to the doubting of

explici t beliefs. We y nowsay therefore that i holds for all

mannerof belief. But se far we have only exarrlned the doubting

of particular ?eliefs, and not what Descartes set out to do when

he proposed to call in question all his hitherto accepted beliefs.

in the next Lecture I shall comple~&mycritique of doubt by pass~g

from the examination of particular doubts to that of a comprehensive

or universal doubt.
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rise to changes in manU general outlook have their origin within

the whole sphere of human intelligence. Articulation always

remains incorapleto and unsatisfying. The forces which primarily

actuate human articulation will therefore continue to struggle

for new forms of articulation. This is the process by which our

implicit beliefs are continuously challenged.

But in the transition from one idiom to another we are never

left without any idiom. Indeed, never is man more vividly

articulate than in such periods as, for example, the rise of

rationalism, when a new conceptual framework is created. Nor do

people suddenly start speaking in an entirely new vocabulary.

The remoulding of language is carried on within the existing

language. The gradual renewal of conceptions is reflected by a

modified usage of existing terms by the obsolescence of some

expressions and the invention of some new ones, so that the

language retains its overall identity during every phase of its

renewal. The process of doubting the implications of a language

goes on within the very language which is being reformed by doubt.

10. The doubting of implicit beliefs involves therefore

no reduction in the volume of beliefs but is an acceptance of new

beliefs in place of those previously held. A similar conclusion

was reached in the last lecture in respect to the doubting of

explicit beliefs. We may now say therefore that it holds for all

manner of belief. But so far we have only examined the doubting

of particular beliefs, and not what Descartes set out to do when

he proposed to call in question all his hitherto accepted beliefs.
in the next Lecture I shall complete my critique of doubt by passing

from the examination of particular doubts to that of a comprehensive

or universal doubt.




